Connecting the World with Light

How Connected Lighting can help adapt to future information and communications trends
Did you know...

The era of data

• 624 exabytes of data per year
• Internet use still growing
• Every two days, we produce more data than was produced from the beginning of civilization until 2003
Personal Experience
What are the future office needs

- Insight into occupancy and usage patterns
- Optimizing space utilization
- Refining cleaning schedules
- Support for flexible workspaces
- User-defined settings
- Better communication
Personal control of light
Via smartphones to suit users’ tasks and preferences, even in open plan offices.

Wayfinding
Lighting system can act as an indoor positioning grid, enabling users to find empty meeting rooms via an app.
OCCUPANCY: 79%
TEMPERATURE: 21°C
ENERGY: 1216 kWh
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Is your chosen CMS System built for today with tomorrow in mind?